How can we implement current therapies and interventions to achieve glycemic control?
To discuss the appropriate use of oral therapies to achieve and sustain glycemic targets in patients with type 2 diabetes. The stages in the development and progression of type 2 diabetes are reviewed, and the limitations of single-drug therapy are addressed. The development of diabetes is a staged progression; affected patients show evolution through numerous stages of glucose intolerance before clinical diabetes manifests. Beta cell function continues to deteriorate until absolute failure occurs; however, other factors, such as glucose and lipid toxicities, insulin resistance in peripheral tissues, and loss of the first-phase insulin response, further impair the body's ability to regulate release of insulin in response to glucose. Traditional treatment algorithms often fail to address the progressive, multifaceted nature of type 2 diabetes, with its numerous related abnormalities. Combination therapy with orally administered agents can be used to manage glucose concentrations and other risk factors safely and effectively. The therapeutic goal in type 2 diabetes is to achieve and maintain a physiologic profile as close to normal as possible. This outcome necessitates treatment of multiple defects with use of various combinations of orally administered agents. Clinicians should focus on effective treatment of these defects to achieve established targets.